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The Story· of the Twenty-one-Year .,ursuit of tbe Soviet Deep Space JW. U..,
and Hew It Was Helped by the Search for ExtraterrestriaiJ»teiiigenee · · ·

(SNSI) There is a long history mSIGINT collection of searching for particularly important signals
-commonly referred to.as "the most wanted." For most of these signals, the search 18Stedfora few
years. This was because the target signals usually were associated with a well-defined event, such as a
missile launch, and resources already existed in place or could be surged. Also, the search could be
justified on national security grounds. But one signal defied collection for twenty-one years -the Sov.iet
deep space probe broadband telemetry link that carried scientific and.orbital.vidro and radar imagirigand
mapping data. The search began in 1962 and eluded the best efforts of SIGINT colJection speci8li$unmd
signals analysts until 1983. If this search was not quite a Moby Dick-like obsession, it never en~rely left
the minds of those analysts who wanted the signal, either. The decades-long search encountered a.
number of obstacles that included failed Soviet deep space missions, the loss of intercept sjtes in Turkey
and Ethiopia, and skeptical intelligence and defense communities that questioned the point ofit all.

(S//SI) Notice of this signal first appeared in 1962 with the launch of the first successful Soviet
interplanetary probe known as Mars 1. (Before 1962, seven probes had been launched toW:ards V<mus
and Mars. However, only Venus 1 left earth orbit, and two weeks later radio oontact Was. lost.) ··
·.
Eventually, the Mars 1 probe lost its attitude control, causing the high-gain aoteiln.a to lose earth-JOck at a
distance of I 06 million miles. However, before this accident, the Soviets announced that the satellite
would be communicating on four frequencies - 163, 32, 8, and 5 centimeters (or approximately 183
MHz, 922 MHz, 3.7 GHz, and 5.7 GHz). With the announced telemetry channels identified, over the
next fifteen years, with the help of intercept from sites such as STONEHOUSE in As~ Etbio.pia, the
exact frequency and data types for the first three links were intercepted and identified. The first two were
tagged as satellite control lunar telemetry and imaging channels. The third was reserved for experiments
involving measurements of occultation (the passage of a celestial body between two others and the
resulting observations) and was not used very often. But it was the fourth frequency~ a channel evidently
used for high-rate scientific or imaging data transmission that SIGINT collectors wanted, but could not
fmd. Over the next decade, Soviet probes to Mars and Venus (Mars 5 in 1973 and Venera 9 and lOin
1975) successfully traveled to those planets and sent back high-quality pictures and scientific data. The
Soviets had released the pictures and scientific infonnation from these missions to the press. But the
intelligence community remained unable to intercept the data transmissions from satellites.
(S/ISI) The problem with intercepting the 5-centimeter broadband signal was a.~natter of timin~
and scale. Soviet mission control was located in the Crimea. Satellite transmissions were of short
duration- only when the station in Crimea could "see" the satellite, though the Soviets could and .did
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deploy space ~vetU ~pqrt ships to augmcmt their 4;0\lerage. United States· field..sf.iti·;-,"~&e'·· ,·i'
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narrow-band transa:njisions, both uplink and downlink, but even it could not fmd the :S.~et~ $goal.
In 1975 the STONEHOUSE
mission had withdrawn and' while the Venera
9 and
10 missions_. were
.
. .
.-..
. eli.
route to Venus, the ~ites in Turkey had been closed. The CIA man~~ a last..ffiintJte· effo,rt to l$e i.. ·
former NASA deep space facilitynearl
f The station.wa.S.upan~searchingJ
but nothing was heard.
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-tSt Another part of the problem negating the intercept of the signal was uncertainty about the
exact frequency of the wideband signal. The existence of the signal was not a caseofdisuiformatioo;
there was enough circumstantial evidence from the telemetry in the command links to suggest that
scientific information and pictures were being taken. The problem was the immense frequency band that
had to be searched -.a band somewhere between a half to three-quarters of a Gigahertz~ Also, because of
distance, the signal from space would be extremely weak. To widen the search bandwidthtodindJt ...
would let in too much background noise and could bury the desired signal. A·· natrower Sean;}:i b$Mi ·
would preclude ever covering the entire possible frequency range.
-tSrQther agencies attempted to discover the frequency, Qr at least narrow the tange. Cl.A
hardware specialists visited displays of Soviet satellites at various international space rip()Sitions. At·
Paris in 1968 and at Los Angeles in 1977, the Soviets displayed full.cscale replicas of satellites used:to
photograph the Moon and Venus. Experts studied the waveguides that led from the sens()r packages to
the radio transmitters and discovered that the equipment was configured to transmit a.signal S(mlewbete
between 5.6 to 6.3 GHz. Also, some Western astronomers who were aware of the search for th~ missillg
data signal discreetly queried their Soviet colleagues about the Soviet data link One was told t})at· it was
5.9 GHz.
(&//81) In June 1983 the Soviets launched two new probes to Venus - Venera 15 and 16. The
intended mission of both satellites was radar mapping of the surface of Venus- a project that the United
States was planning for 1988. If the U.S. intelligence community was to have a chance to collect the d . ,
s ace data link it had to h
. An i terce t station was chosen for the attem t
w c prev10usly had been used success
y
or e co ectaon Q . · ~t ·
'-s-p-ac_e_s...,.ign_a..,..ls-.~Th~is time, though, the analysts had a new asset, a system designed specifically forth¢
co1lection of signals from deep space. Called a Radio Frequency Interference (RFI}van,it was. a unique
configuration of receivers, spectrum analyzers, and computers. It included a digital signal analySis .
subsystem that could monitor 64,000 radio channels, each 205Hz wide simultaneously. However, the
RFI van belonged to a research group working for the National Aeronautics and Spctce Administration
(NASA)- the Search for Extraterrestriallntelli'gence or SETI.
(U) The SETI project had begun in the 1970s as part of the search for radio signals from space
that might come from other habitable planets. The program had many critics from aU quarters. One year
it received the Golden Fleece Award from Senator William Proxmire (D- WI), who was famous for
skewering government programs that appeared to waste money. Despite hoots of derision and funding
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cuts, SETI remained.· Along the ·way. the s~iet)tists inthe project h3(i devel~d $Q.l1le.•i$~iatiz~~f. . .
equipment and routines for searching the heavens and tbe electromagnetic s{)e,c.~:•for. simm o£: :•·•· ·. •> ·.

RFI

inteUigent life. One product of'.thisreSea.rch was the ~pecialiied
van. At the~cz.~ttbt]9.8a~"So~:
Venus mission itwasJocated attbe Goldstone, Califomili; deep space
Sf#~k)~:~~-~(~r· :··,.·
NASA by .the J~t Pr9Pulsion_ La~oratory. It was ther~ for SET-J. researcij and to m.oJ).i~r;tb~w~a~l~.
from U.S. deep·sy.we probes like the Voyager series.
· · :
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..___ ___,obtatned permission
to use the facility to cover the Venera ·sa~Uites .d\ieto •· .
arrive at Venus in October.
allowed a $earcb untill5 Octob$JINASA
arranged for the pickup of the van .. A USAF C~SA was flown in and the van loaded -~t.It Wtts
flown to the(
.
l and towed to the observatory. By early Oc~obet the van WliS
hooked up; On 10 and 14 October Venera 15 and 16, respectively, arrived in orbit Thecc>nlRlall
... d. . . litlk, .
Jwas active and monitored by a number of ground sites. The infunnation from thi$li.nk was .
relayed by DEFSMAC to collectors
(Thet
was separatedfit,lttth¢ ..·...

I
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l
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regular observatory personnel. The.SETI specialists were given sariitized search patametersiJld lUniwo·
feedback on results.)

(8//SI) However, the.Soviets refused to cooperate. They spent the first several w~ ru,lj~stingthe
orbits of the two sate1lites over Venus's polar region and made little use of the pr()adband .talii.ik.to ·
transmit back pictures. On October 15 the period allotted for the intercept ended(
l .~bly
interested in the effort, offered another week, beginning on7 November, to search agam todhe signal
Personnel at the site spent the next three weeks adjusting and calibrating the equipment. ~11e they
waited, their frustration grew when the Soviets announced that on 19 October the first radat ietUtes
covering a million s uare kilometers had been transmitted .back to earth. On 8 Navem~ the
van was turned on and the searc
gan again.

'"=--;::=====;;--~----:"""":"""..Jand at other

sites, began listening. DEFSMA coor: inat
e searc .
!uplink in the Crimea passed instructions to the two Venera spacecraft to start the radau'
mapping the surface of Venus. The two spacecraft began their mission. At 0635Z a teletypewriter at
DEFSMAC clattered briefly with a crisp message!
I"We have it. I
twenty-one-year search was over.
Tbej

!The

~In the final analysis, though, there seems to have been few obvious benefits from

.thls

prolonged search forthe Soviet deep space data linlcObviouslythe intercept effortw~a.technical
achievement. The SETI RFI van pointed the way to advanced collection and signal analysis systems .
There may have been some application to the study of Soviet space communications. especially with its
constellation of intelligence satellites that circled the earth. Perhaps, t:hough, just the satisfaction of ·
solving a twenty-one-year mystery was enough for those involved.
[(Uh'FOUO} Robert J. Hanyok. Center for Cryptologic History, 972·2893s, rjhanyo]
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